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ABSTRACT 

Total acceleration is an important parameter in kinematics of flow and ideal flow. Local 

acceleration and convective acceleration is dependent on the total acceleration. In the 

present research, a new approach is used to drive the total acceleration. The F.K deals with 

description of the motion of the fluids without reference to the force causing the motion. T.D 

is basically used to derive convective acceleration, local acceleration and total acceleration. 

Resultant acceleration and acceleration vector are also determined in this study. 
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I. Introduction 

1.1 Total acceleration: - Total acceleration of a fluid particle in a direction will be equal to 

the rate of change of velocity of   that fluid particle in that direction in a flow field. This type 

of acceleration is depending on the local acceleration and convective acceleration [1]. 

1.2 Local acceleration: - It is define as the rate of increase of velocity with respect to time at 

a given point in a flow field. Mathematically the local acceleration given as: 

 ,  ,  

1.3 Convective acceleration:-It is defined as the rate of change of velocity due to change of 

position of fluid particle in a flow field [2]. 

Mathematically the convective acceleration written as 

 ,  ,  

This type of acceleration is depending on the local acceleration and convective acceleration. 

II. Derivation Procedure 

 Modified chain rule method use„V‟as resultant velocity at any point in a fluid flow. 

Let u, v, w are the velocity component in X, Y, &Z direction. 

Basically velocity component are the function of space coordinate and time. [4 &5] 

 Let   u = f1(x, y, z, t) 

        v = f2(x, y, z, t) 

        w = f3(x, y, z, t) 
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2.1 Tree diagram   

Relation between    , ,    and      ,  ,   can be find out with the help of tree diagram     

                                                                       u 
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       t                             t                             t                          t 

          ax =    = *  + * *  +  .......................................................................❶ 

         ay =    = *  + * *  +  ……………………………………………….. ❷ 
         az =    =  *  + * *  +   …………………………………………....❸ 

Putting the value u, v, & w in equation 1, 2 and 3, we get 

         ax = u*  + v*  + w*  +   ……………………………………………………....❹ 

          ay = u*  + v*  + w*  +   ………………………………………………………..❺  

         az = u*  + v*  + w*  +   ………………………….…………………………..❻ 

In case of steady flow    ,  &  all are zero [3]   

Then equation 4, 5& 6 are converted as follows. 

      ax = u*  + v*  + w*  ……………………………………………………………..(A)   

      ay = u*  + v*  + w* ………………………………………………………………(B) 

      az  = u*  + v*  + w* …………………...(C) 

Finally we can obtain total acceleration from equation (A), (B) & (C)  

Resultant acceleration = (ax
2 +

ay
2 

+az
2)1/2 

Acceleration vector A= ax  + ay  + az  
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III. Conclusion  

Total acceleration is found out by modified chain rule method is simpler than any other 

method. With the help of this method we can find convective acceleration and local 

acceleration as well. 
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